Karnia-Ruthenia Created!

On the night of March 10th, the history of the Kingdom of Ruthenia changed forever. In a speech called "The Big March Announcement" (available here to be watched on YouTube in English and Portuguese), His Majesty said that moment on, the Kingdom that grows steadily over more than one year of history, now finally would be an Empire.

The full speech: “To my people! It is my fervent wish to consecrate my works for peace, development and protection to my people and for the honor of my Monarchy, for the protection of our deserved position among the greatest names of the Micronational Movement and our position as a influential project, I must announce one of the greatest achievements of ours.

After three weeks of fruitful negotiation in Karnia and Horvatia, I extended my Sovereign rights to those lands through a Compromise between our governments and from now on, Ruthenia, Karnia, Horvatia, Acrin and Gaussland are just one micronation and their people are now just one people, united by a single monarch, but also a single desire to built a stronger state, an era of peace among brothers and fulfill our wish in be recognized as great micronation.

In this solemn hour, I am fully conscious of the whole significance of my duty and my responsibility before the Almighty and with the people I represent and examined and weighed everything, and with a serene conscience and trust in my people, who, throughout every storm, have always rallied in unity and loyalty around my throne, and have always been prepared for the severest sacrifices for the honor, the greatness, and the might of the Fatherland, I announce the foundation of “The Lands of the Crown of Ruthenia and the Lands Represented in the Imperial Council of Karnia”, or simply "Karnia-Ruthenia", the brave successor state of the Kingdom of Ruthenia.

Until 19 November, the date when the Compromise will officially take effect, we will adapt ourselves to this new reality, and on this new perspective, I trust that my subjects and friendly nations will continue on our side, helping us to create a more active, dynamic and real micronationalism.

May God bless you all!”, in both Portuguese and English versions.
This reveals the reason behind the intense activity of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in recent weeks and the development of friendship between the King and now Emperor, with Anton Wenzel, the Czech newcomer micronationalist and traditionalist defender of the History of the Habsburg Monarchy.

Called by the government “Karno-Ruthenian Compromise of 2016”, created the semi-independent states of Ruthenia and Karnia linked by personal union under a common monarch, establishing a constitutional monarchy with a system of Corporative Federalism, a system of federalism based on fiduciary jurisdiction to corporate personhood, where groups who are considered incorporated members of their own prerogative structure by willed agreement can delegate their individual effective legislature within the overall government. This system is similar to that used by the Austro-Hungarian Empire.

Not only that, the treaty also incorporated the Kingdom of Horvatia to the Kingdom of Ruthenia in Annex I. The Brazilian micronation devoted to Croatian Culture has as its head of state the Emperor-King of Karnia-Ruthenia, and as the Head of Government, the founder of the micronation and leader of the Horvatian delegation in Karnian-Ruthenian parliament, the Ban of Horvatia, Wesley Nascimento.

Until November 19th, the second anniversary of the Foundation of the Ruthenian State and the official day for the definitive union, micronation will undergo a complete restructuring, from the armed forces (enlarged, but still ceremonial) to the parliament (still under consideration whether to separated according to the signed treaty or should be unified).

Even with the possible reforms, the Head of the Council of State and the President of the General Assembly continue to be the Duke of Libertia and the Duke of Bradamante, respectively. Appointments to the upper house and the lower house of Imperial Council of Karnia have not yet been made, but will surely be occupied by the Archduke Anton, the former Emperor of Karnia and Mr. Louis Taünn, until now, the current President of the Herrenhaus (House of Lords) of the Imperial Council.

Congratulations to the King and the Minister of Foreign Affairs, the Count Nicolas of Fleurac, were sent by the Duke of Libertia, the Grand Duke of Flandrensis, the Emir of Takia and the Grand Duke of Imvrassia to the present.

Throughout this period has broadly called "The Transition", we will see the transformation of the Kingdom in Empire, something very different from when His Majesty took the Badakistani Throne last year. The errors were seized and this time, instead of protests, there is a real welcome in Karnia to the new sovereign. The similarity of the projects is essential for the successful development of this bold plan, and it is expected that when the first re-discussion of the treaty on 10 September, Ruthenians and Karnians choose to keep the treaty and let set, in fact, our glorious Dual Monarchy.
Order of the Golden Sphere

As a result of the First Libertarian Courts, the Duke of Libertia created the “Artistic Order of the Golden Sphere”, an honorary chivalric order that could be awarded to Libertarians and non-Libertians by merit of art, artistic expression and creativity. The Order have four ranks: Officer, Commander, Grand Officer and Grand Master, reserved for the Sovereign of Libertia.

With the membership certificate, the membership card and an honorary paint brush that represents creativity revealed, followed by the list of nominees first ones, which were the King Oscar of Ruthenia, the Holy Emperor Claudio André of Réunion, the Sovereign Prince Jean Pierre of Aigues-Mortes, the Emperor Alexander IV of Pavlov, the President Yaroslav Mar of Lostisland and the Sovereign Prince Freï of Lorenzburg.

Rehabilitated

It occurred last month an unexpected reunion. Former member of the Angha Forces, the army of the defunct Imperial State of Badakistan, Wesley Nascimento and His Royal Majesty made peace after the former military have been accused of being part of the attempted coup to remove the King of the Ruthenians from Badakistani Throne.

The resumption of friendship was sealed with the support of the Emperor-King to the new project created by Mr. Nascimento, the Kingdom of Horvatia. Subsequently, the Kingdom would be annexed by Ruthenia and its founder was appointed Ban (Viceroy) of Horvatia. He was also rehabilitated as one of the Aide-de-Champ of His Majesty.

There are rumors that soon, Their Imperial and Royal Majesties will meet with Ban Horvatia in some event of the Imperial Court.
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Celebration in Court

Occurred on March 04th the celebration of the birthday of His Highness, the Duke Ari of Ruthenia, in a private event in the capital. Celebrating his 55th anniversary, the formal dinner was attended by the King Oscar and Queen Paloma, as well as the Duchess Denise. It was done the same night the announcement that His Highness would postpone his trip to the St. Stephen's principality for the month of April, after Easter.

Royalty at War!

The various cases of government corruption in Brazil have always been reasons for major scandals; some even published in newspapers around the world.

Politically engaged, His Majesty was present in two major anti-government protests in recent years. In the epic protest of 13 March, the Royal Family and many more distant members of the succession line join the protests that took more than 6 million people to the streets against the crimes of the Brazilian ruling party, PT (Workers' Party, in English).

On the evening of 16 March, the pages of the Ruthenian government officially declared support for the protesters and to the fall of the Brazilian government. "Democracy should always prevail and fight for it is a duty of all of us!", said His Majesty.
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